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Background
Has Ethernet testing come of age? Ethernet – the technology has been around for many years with most of us
considering it as a LAN (Local Area Networks) technology and
often not seen as an End to End communication medium. With
Ethernet now firmly in the access and core of Telecom
networks testing standards needed to be developed.
Anritsu was actively involved in creating a new standard
designed to allow service providers to assess customer end to
end network performance. This application note is an overview
of the ITU-T Y.1564 standard and how it will benefit all, the
standardization is currently being finalized within the ITU-T
(International Telecommunication Union – Telecommunication
LAN Connected Computers
Standardization Sector) and appears it could release as early
as first half of 2011.

History of Ethernet testing
Ethernet heritage came from LAN connected computers within
an office environment over copper cable, with the move to
higher speed and optical cable Ethernet started to move into
the WAN (Wide Area Networks). Ethernet service suppliers
required a repeatable testing methodology which would allow
them to supply results to their end users, RFC 2544 is often
used for this. RFC 2544 wasn’t originally designed for testing
end to end customer networks (across several network
elements) but rather a methodology to test network devices,
offering network equipment suppliers a way to report on the
performance of their products.
The testing methodology used in RFC 2544 is designed to find
the limits of a single element in different testing situations such
as throughput, latency, frame loss, back to back, system
recovery and reset.
Note: System recovery and system reset tests are normally
not recommend when testing is completed on a network.
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Figure 1: Ethernet Network Evolution

While RFC 2544 has been widely accepted as the standard to use for testing customer end to end networks, with
the advancement of networks and network policing becoming more common a new methodology was required.
When completing all RFC 2544 tests at all frame sizes the time required is quite long. Due to this often service
providers complete only a subset of the tests, Anritsu also allows several of the tests to be completed
simultaneously. The combination of these elements and not completing system recovery or system reset testing
allows the service provider drastically reduce required test time.

Today’s networks
Network traffic requirements have diversified over the more recent years from data centric to very mixed with much
more importance by end users now being placed on real time applications such as video and voice. With network
elements buffering traffic concern is often raised as to the possible effects on real time applications across the full
network especially if poorly implemented.
In most cases the data pipe provided to end customers can be increased in line rate with future customer
requirements, with the service provider normally rate limiting or policing the link based on the SLA (Service Level
Agreement) or contract between the two parties. Most service provider’s rate limit customer’s traffic at the network
ingress and egress point, the point where the customer traffic enters or departs the service provider’s equipment.
It’s also possible for service providers to offer different Ethernet classes of service to customers this is commonly
achieved with the use of VLAN’s (Virtual Local Area Network) or DSCP (Differentiated Services Code Point). Some
service providers are starting to look into allowing their customer to burst traffic for different durations, this type of
implementation isn’t common in today’s Ethernet networks.

Requirement for a new standard
With the combination of changing end user traffic profiles including multiple frame sizes and streams which require
different traffic priorities through the network, service providers have quickly discovered some shortcomings in RFC
2544. Many service providers also understand their future requirements will most likely require the network to offer
a per stream traffic policed system, not a less complicated rate limited model. The area’s most important for
service providers includes, testing multiple traffic streams simultaneously, confirming the policing per stream,
confirming the transfer time and jitter across the network and confirming the network could manage bursts of traffic
for short durations.

Dividing traffic priorities from the end user perspective
End users are dividing their traffic into different classes each with different priorities of service, service providers
are able to package this data into different
Priority
Latency Frame size Bandwidth Requirement
service offerings. This allows the service
Low
n/a
Varying
Varying
Data
provider to offer end users more flexible
High
Low
Small
Small
Voice
ways to design their networks and offer
Varying
Medium
Video Very High Very low
different cost models.
Traffic is commonly divided into 3 key
Table 1: Traffic Types
groups each with different network
requirements. With areas such as Video on Demand, Video conferencing and telephony systems switching to
Voice over IP, network requirements have quickly changed to low latency and jitter becoming key factors.
Customers are now looking into not only their current network loads but also the requirement of each service type
and purchase packages which allow them the flexibility they require.

Setting different traffic types
The Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) released the standard MEF 10.2 Phase 2 which offers great detail on how to
classify traffic on a network into different bandwidth profiles, color-blind or color-aware.
Note: The ITU-T Y.1564 standard uses the same methodology to ensure consistency and wherever possible the
same terminology but in the first instance whenever available follows the terminology defined in ITU-T
Y.1563.
Traffic can be divided into 3 bandwidth profiles each assigned a different color, traffic up to the CIR (Committed
Information Rate) is classified as green, traffic from the CIR up to EIR (Excess Information Rate) is classified as
yellow while traffic above the EIR is classified as red.
Note: Interestingly today terms such as CIR and EIR are often not referenced in Ethernet but they date back to
much earlier data standards such as Frame Relay FRF.13 and ISDN ITU-T I.370.
Color-blind traffic is when the service provider does not take into account any CoS (Class of Service) marked within
the frame and normally offers a simple rate limited type of service. Color-aware traffic takes into account the CoS
of the frames by defining them as CIR and EIR then implementing the network policing settings.
CIR: Traffic rate the service provider commits will be obtainable, Up to CIR Always obtainable
large bursts of frames might be dropped.
CIR to EIR Able to be discarded by the network
EIR:
Traffic rate the service providers commits is possible to
Above EIR Discarded by the network
deliver but may not always be available, not normally
Table 2: Color States
obtainable during times of network congestion.

Ethernet traffic throughput profile varies continuously due to the large variation in traffic types and multiple users
making it very important to test the worst case situation. The most extreme case being a high throughput burst’s
over a short period of time which is policed by the CBS (Committed Burst Size) and EBS (Excess Burst Size)
configurations of a network element.
CBS: Maximum limit of frames able to be sent (in bytes) with a minimum IFG (Inter Frame Gap) at the interface
line rate above the CIR.
EBS: Maximum limit of frames able to be sent (in bytes) with a minimum IFG at the interface line rate above the
EIR.
To simplify testing several new terms have been defined in this standard, the key ones listed below,
Information Rate:
IR is the average bit rate of Frames measured from the start of the first MAC address bit to
the end of the last FCS (Frame Check Sequence) bit.
Utilization Line Rate: ULR is the average bit rate of Frames measured from the start of the first IFG (at minimum
IFG size) bit until the end of the last FCS bit.
Test Flow:
An individual stream of traffic which can be identified by its Ethernet header information.
Within the traffic stream the header information may vary to allow for different CM (Color
Mode) and traffic types (CIR, EIR) within the stream.

Policing
Most modern switches and NID (Network Interface Devices) have the ability to set different traffic policing
parameters. When a policer is activated it will monitor the incoming frames and determine their CM. If CM is set to
Color-Aware it will then monitor incoming frames and assign them the relative color of Green or Yellow based on
the frame header matching the policer setting and current IR. Refer to Figure 2 and the text below for more details,
1. As frames enter the network device they will be
Replenishment
defined as Color-Aware or not.
rate CBS
2. Once confirmed to be Color-Aware the frames
CIR
/ 8 / Sec
are then passed to the first of two token buckets,
Replenishment
a. Frame headers are then check to
rate EBS
confirm what color they are tagged,
EIR / 8 / Sec
commonly via the DSCP or PCP (Priority
Code Point ({within the 802.1Q header})
CBS
bits within the header.
Discarded
3. The incoming green frames IR is compared to
traffic
EBS
the CBS tokens in the bucket, if tokens remain in
the bucket the frame will consume a token and
Policed
be passed to the egress of the network element.
egress
When the IR is lower than the CBS token
traffic
replenishment rate the bucket will be fill.
Note: The CBS bucket is replenished at a rate of
Figure 2: Internal workings of Policer
CIR/8/sec.
a. If the IR is higher than the CBS replenishment rate the tokens within the bucket will reduce to 0, at
this point the incoming frame will be passed to the EBS bucket for processing.
4. Frames tagged as yellow and frames passed from the CBS bucket will be checked against the EBS
buckets tokens, if the IR is lower than the number of tokens they will be allowed to pass any frames above
this rate will be tagged as red and discarded.
Note: The EBS bucket is replenished at a rate of EIR/8/sec.

The Y.1564 standard
With networks evolving the standard needed to address these different types of network configurations and ensure
quality is maintained across networks with multiple streams with different policing parameters. This new standard
also allows the engineer to input the SAC (Service Acceptance Criteria) information which is normally based on a
subset of the users SLA (Service Level Agreement). By inputting the SAC information before the test is started it’s
possible to set simple pass fail criteria simplifying the results and possible points of concern for the engineer. In
order to simply the test and address all areas the standard has been written around two core components the
Service Configuration Test and the Service Performance Test.

Service Configuration Test
During this stage each of the individual Test Flows are completed in a sequentially manner, confirming there are no
network configuration issues. The service provider has the ability to configure each Test Flow individually to
different frame size or mixture of frame sizes called an EMIX as well as adjusting the throughput and other header
information such as MAC addresses, VLAN
Color Mode
Transmission Rate
settings, IP addresses, DSCP etc. The standard
CIR + 125% EIR
RED Section
also allows engineers to configure the different
CIR + EIR
Yellow Section
types of Service Configuration Tests to perform
CIR
such as,
Green Section
CIR:
Color Aware and Non Color Aware,
Confirm Traffic
Dropped
simple or stepped.
Non Guaranteed
EIR:
Color Aware and Non Color Aware,
Traffic
Transmitted Rate
Traffic Policing: Color Aware and Non Color Aware,
Guaranteed
CBS:
Color Aware and Non Color Aware,
Traffic
EBS:
Color Aware and Non Color Aware
Testing Time
1 to 60 sec
with CIR=0, Color Aware and Non
Figure
3: Service configuration
Color Aware with CIR>0.
Note: CBS and EBS are placed in review status
and not implemented in the first release. Current status is preliminary / experimental.
The configured tests are then completed within a few seconds allowing the following information to be monitored
and recorded;
IR (Information Rate), FLR (Frame Loss Ratio), FTD (Frame Transfer Delay), FDV (Frame Delay Variation),
FLRSAC (Frame Loss Ratio with reference to the Service Acceptance Criteria).
Figure 4 below is a pictorial view of frames traveling at the CIR then bursting to the CBS, while completing this the
test and measurement equipment must also comply to specific Pre Burst and Post Burst gaps ensuring the token
buckets are in the correct status.
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Figure 4: CIR and CBS frames

The Service Configuration Test is required to pass before moving to the Service Performance test,

Service Performance Test
Once the network configuration test has completed, confirming the
network is able to work under load over a configured duration of time is
required. The Service Performance Test completes this phase by
generation all Test Flows simultaneously at the CIR for a period
of time of 15min, 2h or 24h (based on ITU-T
M.2110) or user selectable. Placing the network
under load with multiple Test Flows for this duration
allows the engineer to see if other services are
affecting the service under test but also allows for
statistics such as AVAIL (Availability) and Un-AVAIL to be
measured. Full details on how AVAIL is characterized can be found
in ITU-T Y.1563.

Test Flow 1

Test Flow 2
Test Flow 3

Measure;
IR,
FTD,
FDV,
FLR,
AVAIL.

Test Flow 4

With the tester generating each Test Flow and recording the IR, FTD, Figure 5: Service Performance
Test
FDV, FLR and AVAIL results for each frame simultaneously dramatically reduces
the testing time when compared
to RFC 2544.

Overview of measurements
IR:

The Information Rate is the average rate of the frames starting from the first MAC address bit and ending
with the last FCS bit at a measurement point. It is normally expressed as CIR or EIR.
FTD: The time a frame takes to transfer between two measurement points of a network is considered the FTD.
Due to complexities of timing across Ethernet networks FTD is normally measured in a round trip manner.
FDV: The variation of the arrival of frames at the measurement point.
FLR: The ratio of the total lost frames with comparison to the total frames transmitted.
FLRSAC: The FLR stated in the Service Acceptance Criteria, allowing the measurement equipment to offer a simple
pass or fail indication based on user inputted data.
AVAIL: A test flow is considered to be in one of two states either Available or Unavailable, switching to the
Unavailable happens from the commencement of a block of 10 consecutive SESETH (Severe Errored
Second Ethernet). A SESETH is considered when the FLR for that second excess a rate of 0.5. Once the
SESETH rate is exceeded the test flow will remain in the Unavailable state until the commencement of a
block of 10 consecutive non-SESETH.
Note: The rate of 0.5 is a proposed value in ITU-T Y.1563 and can be adjusted depending on the CoS
requirements.

Conclusion
The new standard ITU-T Y.1564 offers a very large advancement on the current testing methods of RFC 2544 used
by service providers or manually configuring multiple streams. One of many key points being the ability to confirm
each Test Flow at rates which will exceed the network configuration, then complete a timed test with all test flows
concurrently. As network services advance to include policing by color and Burst Rates this standard will become
essential for commissioning a circuit and completing testing after repair or during fault verification. Due to this
Anritsu believe service providers will quickly make use of the many benefits of Y.1564 and our products will be your
ideal companion in the field to ensure you get the job quickly first time and on time.
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CMA 3000 All-in-one-field tester
CMA 3000 is Anritsu’s next-generation portable, compact and user-friendly field tester, it’s
designed specifically for field technicians who install and maintain mobile-access and fixedaccess networks, transmission networks and switching. Powerful testing of framed/unframed
2 Mbps and easy-to-install options: Ethernet interface (10/100/1,000/10,000 Mbps) with addon options for Stacked VLAN, MPLS, IP channel statistics, VoIP and Y.1564 for (Ethernet)
Service Activation Test: SDH interface including STM-1 to STM-64, E3, E4 interface: ATM
layer measurements: V-Series interfaces: FR testing: SS7, Abis and ISDN protocol analysis
and ISDN PRI call emulation.
MT909060A Network Master Gigabit Ethernet Analyzer
The MU909060A is purpose build for Ethernet testing with the field engineer in mind. A
simple to use interface ensures any engineer is able to complete all testing requirements with
ease. While very compact in size it’s high resolution screen and Test Automator system
ensures complicated testing scenarios can be completed quickly by anyone in the field. Any
Ethernet networks can be tested with options including MPLS, VLAN Stacking, MultiStream, RFC2544, Channel Statistics and Y.1564.
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